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The tracked robot is composed of two main organological structures: the tracked base and the serialmodular robot of type TRTTR (3 Translations and two Rotations) (fig. 1, fig. 2), plus the translation system of
the device for unexploded mine detection. The robot with a modular construction (fig. 1, fig. 2, fig. 3),
according to the invention, is made up of four independent modules: the basic translation module, the rotation
module, the vertical arm, and the horizontal arm. Each module and/or arm possesses at least one degree of
freedom, except for the vertical arm, which has two degrees of freedom (a vertical translation and a rotation
by the y-axis). This results in an open-chain, modular-serial architectural configuration of a robot possessing in
the cinematic chain structure 5 degrees of freedom given by each module, plus the parallel-plane translational
motion of the fastening device corresponding to the tightening movement in the xOz plane and the horizontal
translational movement of the translation system of the mine detection device. The design program used to
create the robot's triorthogonal model allowed the definition of the materials used in the organological
construction of each module (carbon steel and steel alloys, aluminum alloys and bronze alloys), highlighting,
at the same time, the characteristics of each type of material such as: density, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's
coefficient, flow limit, etc. Having thus defined the materials for each organological component, the program
was able to determine the gross weight of the tracked robot as 425 kg, before its practical execution.
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Fig. 1.
The schematic kinematic design of the tracked robot

ADVANTAGES, NOVELTY AND ORIGINALITY:
According to the invention, the tracked robot offers the following advantages:
-flexibility of action by mounting in the front area of the robot's tracked base a translation system consisting of
screw-nut-guide, which allows simultaneous operation of humanitarian operations of detection and demining,
the mechanical structure of the technological product being provided with a storage compartment for the
explosives required for specified operations;
-modular interchangeability by means of the possibility of replacing and/or attaching/mounting new
translation/rotation modules, respectively horizontal and vertical arms, so that various architectures of robotic
structures can be obtained, that are capable of facing the various requirements specific for humanitarian
demining operations;
-high flexibility through independent drive with electric engines attached to each module, which allows high
efficiency in operation and minimal energy consumption, obtained by means of a dynamic-organological
mathematical calculation algorithm, in order to determine the moment necessary for activating the kinematic
motion couplings for each mobile crew of the robot's organological components;
-protection of the human factor, of the organological components and of the communication equipment
attached to robot structures exposed to high-risk humanitarian demining operations;
-the operation of the robot with "green" solar energy is an economical and ecological solution, thus
contributing to both reducing environmental pollution and strengthening a culture of energy accountability
among civilian and/or military population;
-compact and fully modular architecture, ability to operate on rugged land, easy to maintain, and relatively low
construction cost;
-easy operation in automatic modes and movement programming through learning and manually.

Fig. 2.
The triortogonal model of the tracked robot
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APPLICATIONS:
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The technological product the invention refers to has applicability both in the military (by improving the
operational flexibility in humanitarian operations of detecting and demining antipersonnel and anti-armor mines
in dangerous areas, in order to protect the civilian/military human factor, the active organological components
in the area, and the environment) and the educational fields (through the formation of highly educated and
specialized human resources in the academic field, designed to cope with the diversity of the present
operations and challenges).
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Fig. 3.
The work space de
rotation module and of the translation system
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